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There are some core rules which are the basis of a successful 

 guest service  

What do you perform to the right of the guest:

a plate will be served and removed ( in USA the plate will be served

from the left and removed from the right!)

 all drinks/beverages/ will be served 

 pouring the soup from a spouted pot  into the plate

 to add any covers which are set to the right of the guest or to replace

cutlery items

to pull the dessert spoon down
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There are some core rules which are the basis of a successful 

 guest service  

What do you perform to the left of the guest:

to place the salad plates for the side salad 

 placing a bread plate, a small plate for waste, a tray plate a finger bowl, side dishes and sauces 

presentation of  platters /food patter from which we serve the food into the guest's plate

 to lay the food from the platters 

to present the platters (by French service ) to the guest 

to place any covers which are set to the left of the guest or to replace cutlery items

to clear all the serving items placed to the left of the guest ( which have been placed)

to  pull the dessert fork down

to clean off the table with a waiters' cloth and a plate or with a crumbing brush and a crumbing

spade respectively with a table roller and a scraper



SEQUENCE OF SERVING GUESTS IS

AS FOLLOW:

Ladies first (exceptions: small

children and banquette service) 

Older people are served before

younger ones (exceptions: small

children and banquette service) 

Guest of honor (if present) is

served first 

Host/Hostess must be served

last

Which
guest to
serve first?



Noteworthy while serving and clearing the table 

Go clockwise (if possible) when you are covering the table and when you are serving and clearing

Carry any cutlery items, glasses, cups and other small serving items always on the tray not in the

hand 

Use under bowels, glassware, oven-to-table ware or sauce boats which are promoted on a bottom

plate or on a tray always suitable cloth or paper napkins as an underlay

Carry any meals on plateaus (trays ) only to the side board

 Pay attention that the vignette on the glasses and plates always shows to the guest

If the guest has used a wrong/incorrect cutlery by mistake replace it after the course has finished

Deliver warm meals on hot plates and cold meals on cold plates

Clear the plates and the cutlery items of a particular course only after all guests have finished the

course

Be soundless while you are serving and clearing

 Replace the ashtrays. Do not leave an used ashtray on the table while the guest is eating

 Remove the cruet stand (ménage) before serving the dessert. Clean the table and  move the dessert

silverware down or set them afterwards  

Crumb the table

 Pay attention that you leave standing the most recently used wine glass and  water glass till the

end of the evening

Clear the empty coffee cups and digestive glasses


